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 This paper analyzes the democrats’ experience in strategically coordinating their 

candidates and campaign strategies in the 2004 Legislative Council (Legco) election.  

In the 2004 Legco election, the democrats in Hong Kong made a high-profile attempt 

to coordinate their candidate nomination and had strategically coordinated their 

campaigns in some of the constituencies.  The experience marked a special example 

of strategic coordination between different political groups under proportional 

representation in Hong Kong.   

 By interviews with major participants of the coordination process and major 

candidates, this study tries to uncover the details of the coordination process and 

assess its effectiveness.  It shows that various factors, other than pure strategic 

considerations, affected the coordination process, making it a less than fully rational 

process.  In the process, large parties or prominent candidates usually had greater 

bargaining power, while the interests of junior party members or minor candidates 

were given less regard.  The democrats actually had no overarching authority to 

enforce discipline or devise a conscious rational strategy, and the vote division 

strategies also were not effectively carried out.  Institutional features of the Hong 

Kong PR and the inherent pluralistic nature of the Hong Kong democrats both posed 

major obstacles to the strategic coordination efforts of the democrats in 2004.   

 

Theory and Methodology 

 Electoral coordination was one of the most important elements in modern 

electoral campaigns (Cox, 1997).  Modern representative democracy presents a 

series of coordination problems, as political parties or political blocs can only make 

their vote support count by nominating the optimal number of candidates to avoid 

vote-splitting.  Broadly speaking, strategic coordination during election campaigns 

can be divided into two levels.  One is that of the candidate/party level, when 

candidates that belong to the same segment of the political spectrum coordinate to 

reduce the number of candidates in running to avoid vote-splitting.  The candidates 

or parties can also induce voters to vote strategically, to concentrate their votes on 
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selected candidates or to distribute their votes in accordance with a certain formula to 

maximize seats. The second level is on the voter level, when voters exercise strategic 

voting when they decide how to vote (Cox, 1997).  In most democratic elections, 

parties and candidate face coordination problems of one level or another.   

 This paper is a study of the strategic coordination experience of the 

pro-democracy camp in the 2004 Legco election.  For the electoral studies in Hong 

Kong, this study is significant in several ways.  Firstly, there have been more studies 

on electoral coordination under plurality electoral systems, but fewer on coordination 

under proportional representation (PR).  Duverger (1955) had thought that strategic 

voting would disappear under proportional representation (PR), since seats would be 

allocated roughly according to votes under PR.  However, Leys (1959), Sartori (1968) 

and Cox (1997) all thought that as long as voters would rationally calculate the 

utilities of the votes on their hands, it is still likely for them to use their votes 

strategically under PR.  On the other hand, candidate coordination under PR should 

be more difficult as it involved more actors, and because there are multiple winners 

under PR.  The study on Hong Kong’s experience, where candidates made tenuous 

efforts to coordinate at various levels under PR, was a case worthy of exploration.  

Secondly, in electoral studies there were much more studies on strategic coordination 

on the voter level (i.e., strategic voting) than on the candidate level (i.e., coordination 

of candidates).  The reason is simple: it is relatively difficult to find out the 

decision-making black box of the deliberation process within the parties and/or 

among the candidates when they decide who should enter the election race.  In 

contrast, it is relatively easy to collect aggregate data on the voter level that is related 

to strategic voting.1  However, it should be pointed out that the study of pre-election 

coordination is at least just as significant, in terms of impact on the results of election, 

as the studies on strategic voting at the voter level.  

 The study on electoral coordination is a relatively new phenomenon in the study 

of Hong Kong elections.  There have been reports on how candidates induced 

                                                 
1 For studies that test strategic voting, see Cox and Shugart (1996), Ordeshook and Zeng (1999), 
Alvarez and Nagler (2000).   
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strategic voting under PR in past elections (Ma and Choy, 1999 & 2003), and study 

that examines the extent to which voters voted strategically (Ma, 2002), but there 

have been few studies on how candidates coordinate nomination and electioneering 

among themselves.2  The high-profile attempt by the pro-democracy camp to 

coordinate their candidates and campaigns in the 2004 Legco election provided a 

good opportunity to research on the factors that affect strategic coordination under 

proportional representation.   

 Information on electoral coordination in the 2004 campaign in this study was 

mostly based on two sources.  The first source was interviews with major 

participants of the coordination process.  The author interviewed the two chief 

coordinators of the pro-democracy camp: political science professor Joseph Cheng 

and Reverend Chu Yiu-ming.  As part of the author’s research project on the 2004 

Legco election, the author also interviewed major candidates in the 2004 Legco 

election, for both the geographical constituencies and some of the more competitive 

functional constituencies, and the party leaders of the major parties.  The second 

source of information was fieldwork observation of the campaign process.  During 

the five-week campaign period in 2004, research assistants were sent out to visit the 

campaign offices of candidates, collect campaign material, record all broadcast 

election forums, observe field operations and help to interview the candidates or 

campaign managers of all the major parties and candidates.  The assistants would 

visit the campaign offices at least once a week, to try to make sure that they collected 

most if not all of the campaign pamphlets and other publicity materials.  The 

observed field operation was valuable data on how the candidates coordinated their 

electioneering efforts during the campaign period, and was particularly useful for 

checking to what extent the candidates followed original agreed plans of coordination 

and cooperation.  

 The following discussion of the coordination experience of the democrats could 

largely be divided into two parts.  The first part discussed the coordination on the 

                                                 
2 For the limited examples that touched on related phenomena, see Ma (2002b) and Choy (2002).   
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nomination of candidates, which largely took place before the election nomination 

period.  The second part discussed the electoral coordination among candidates 

during the campaign period, on how they tried (if at all) to maximize the votes or 

seats of the pro-democracy camp by vote division strategies or by coordination of 

field operations.  

 

The Coordination of Nomination 

The origins  

 According to both Professor Cheng and Reverend Chu, who led the coordination 

efforts of the pro-democracy camp, the idea of coordinating the pro-democracy 

candidates in the 2004 Legco election started before the 2003 District Council (DC) 

election.  The very idea started during a DC by-election in April 2003 that was 

contested by three candidates: one from the Democratic Party (DP), one from the 

Association for Democracy and People’s Livelihood (ADPL), and one from the 

Democratic Alliance for the Betterment of Hong Kong (DAB), in the Mei Foo 

precinct of the Shamshuipo District Council. With the DP and ADPL candidates vying 

for voters from a similar political spectrum, the DP candidate in the end beat the DAB 

candidate by the narrowest of margins of nine votes.  Some in the pro-democracy 

camp opined that if similar intra-camp competitions were repeated in the November 

2003 DC election, the DAB or the pro-Beijing camp could be the largest beneficiary.  

Joseph Cheng, the convener of the Power of Democracy group, who had good 

connections with ADPL, then undertook to coordinate candidate nomination within 

the pro-democracy camp in the November 2003 DC election.   

 The major task of coordination for the 2003 DC election was between the DP 

and ADPL to avoid vote-splitting.  Other pro-democracy groups such as the Frontier 

(TF) did not field a lot of candidates in the DC election, and it was easier for them to 

avoid head-on confrontations with other groups, but DP and ADPL had competed 

directly in several districts for many years.3  The overriding principle of coordination 

                                                 
3 Most notably, Shamshuipo, YauTsimMong, and Tuen Mun.   
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was to avoid direct competition between the two parties, and the effort was mostly 

successful.  In the end, although DP fielded 116 candidates and the ADPL 36 in the 

2003 DC election, there were only nine head-on confrontations between DP and 

ADPL candidates, most of them in the Kowloon West Legco constituency.4 Seven of 

these nine constituencies were eventually won by a DP or ADPL candidate, thus the 

coordination failure should have had little effect on the electoral result.  In the other 

two cases, coordination failure could be seen as the cause of the democrats’ losing the 

seat, as the seats were won by DAB candidates, with the combined vote share of DP 

and ADPL exceeding that of DAB by at least 15%.  Even so, losing two seats out of 

400 elected seats could not be regarded as big loss for the pro-democracy camp, 

especially if we considered the scale of victory of the democrats in the 2003 DC 

election.   

 With a view to the success of coordination in 2003, after the landslide victory of 

the democrats in the 2003 DC election the pro-democracy camp began to contemplate 

the possibility of coordinating their candidates in the 2004 Legco election.  To the 

democrats, obviously more was at stake in the Legco election, and they believed that 

strategic coordination was more important in the multi-candidate contest under PR.  

Some leaders in the pro-democracy camp genuinely believed, at least by early 2004, 

that they could win a majority or close to a majority of the Legco seats in the 2004 

election, to augment their bargaining power vis-à-vis the Central Government over the 

issue of democratic reform.  To achieve a majority they thought they needed to have 

an optimal strategy by the best strategic coordination, both in terms of controlling 

nomination to avoid vote-splitting, and in telling the supporters how to vote 

strategically.  Political science professor Joseph Cheng and Reverend Chu Yiu-ming 

were then entrusted with the Herculean task of heading a liaison group that 

coordinated between different parties and candidates, as they were seen as nonpartisan 

and non-candidates that were more neutral and more trusted by various parties 

involved.   

                                                 
4 The nine constituencies included two in Yau Tsim Mong, three in Shamshuipo, two in Kowloon City 
(hence seven out of nine in Kowloon West), one in Sai Kung and one in Kwai Tsing.  
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 However, both Cheng and Chu agreed that the coordination in the DC election 

was much easier than for the Legco election. The fact that more was at stake for the 

Legco election precisely made it more difficult for candidates and parties to 

compromise.  Secondly, in the DC election the democrats did not have enough 

candidates to contest in all the constituencies, and with a total of 400 elected seats it 

was easier to convince potential candidates to move to other constituencies should 

there be more than one pro-democracy candidate that intent to run in the same 

precinct.  In contrast, the Legco election had only five constituencies, making it 

difficult for candidates to compromise.  Cheng pointed out that it was also easier to 

convince candidates to withdraw under the single-member plurality system in the DC 

election, as candidates needed at least 30-40% of votes to win, even in a three-horse 

race.5  Under PR, however, a candidate may need only 5-7% to win the last seat, and 

it was relatively difficult to convince any self-confident electoral politician or political 

party that s-he cannot get as little as 5%.  As it turns out, the coordination of 

nomination of candidates in the 2004 Legco election was a next to impossible task.    

 

The Decision-making mechanism  

 The goal of the liaison group chaired by Cheng and Chu, with participation from 

most of the pro-democracy groups and candidates, was to agree on a list of candidates 

that would be seen as commonly supported by the pro-democracy camp.  The liaison 

group also tried to draft a common electoral platform for the pro-democracy 

candidates.  They first agreed on some common ground rules of how to decide the 

nominees.  The strategic target was for the democrats to win (N-1) seats in all the 

five constituencies, N being the number of legislators elected in the constituency, 

which would then give the democrats 25 seats from direct election.  With this as 

target the pro-democracy camp would only support no more than N-1 viable 

candidates or lists in each constituency, as more than N-1 lists would mean 

over-nomination that would be strategically unwise.  By summer 2004, the 

                                                 
5 Author’s interview with Joseph Cheng, August 30, 2004.  
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pro-democracy camp accepted the fact that winning N-1 seats was an unrealistic 

target in most of the constituencies (with the exception of Kowloon West).  But the 

N-1 rule did have the effect of squeezing the number of candidates by putting a lid on 

the maximum number of candidates that the pro-democracy camp would support.  It 

also drove the various parties to reduce their own nominees before they proposed 

them to the liaison group.6   

 All potential candidates who were interested in running for direct election 

needed to declare their interest to the liaison group before a certain deadline.  The 

choice of constituency was up to the candidate’s choice. If the number of applicants in 

a constituency exceeded N-1 (it usually did), the liaison group would hold meetings 

between the candidates to sort things out.  If nobody was willing to withdraw (as was 

usually the case), the liaison group would run opinion polls to determine the relative 

support levels of each potential candidate, and then used the result to dissuade the 

lesser-chanced candidates to withdraw.  Chu revealed that the group had a 

preferential order for nominating or ranking candidates: (1) the incumbents should be 

given first priority; (2) the camp generally agreed that they would like some “stars” 

(e.g., Article 45 (A45) Concern Group barristers) to get elected; (3) “determined” 

candidates who would run with or without liaison; (4) the local activists, mostly DC 

councilors. 7  After the list of nominees was decided, it was left to the candidates to 

decide among themselves if they wanted to run as a single list, or to separate into 

different lists.  It was also left to the candidates to decide how to engineer strategic 

voting at the campaign level (if they chose to do so). 

 Not all the candidates in the pro-democracy camp were included in the liaison 

process.  Some of the candidates (e.g., Leung Kwok-hung and Tsang Kin-shing) 

participated in the discussions once or twice, but were never seriously included in the 

coordination discussions.  Chu pointed out that since Leung insisted to include “end 

one party dictatorship” in his electoral platform, it was impossible for the major 

                                                 
6 Author’s interview with Joseph Cheng, August 30, 2004.   
7 This preferential order was not 100% carried out.  For example, in the “diamond list” of democrats 
in New Territories East, Article 45 Concern Group member Ronny Tong was ranked before Wong 
Sing-chi, although the latter was an incumbent.   
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pro-democracy groups to liaise with him.  Both Cheng and Chu thought Tsang would 

run as an independent democrat regardless of coordination efforts, and thus did not 

make a serious effort to discuss with him.  Similarly, while Andrew Wong was 

regarded as a moderate democrat by the media, he was not invited to the liaison 

discussions.  Most believed he acted independently, and judging from his past voting 

records many of the mainstream democrats had doubts on his resolve on supporting 

democracy, and thus did not bother to include him in the coordination game.8

 

Results of Coordination   

 The results of the coordination of nomination were mixed.  In all five 

constituencies, there were some goals that the liaison groups had wanted to achieve 

but failed.  Some minor candidates were dissuaded from running; some others were 

not.  Judging by the results of the election, the strategic coordination at the 

nominating level could not be seen as successful.   

 New Territories West (NTW) was the district in which the pro-democracy 

candidates had most easily arrived at an agreement between themselves.  The five 

major pro-democracy candidates agreed quickly that they would run as five separate 

lists (Albert Chan, Albert Ho (DP), Lee Wing-tat (DP), Lee Cheuk-yan (HKCTU), 

and Leung Yiu-chung).  Yim Tin-sang of ADPL served as the sixth candidate with an 

outsider’s chance to capture the sixth seat for the democrats, so was Cheung Yin-tung 

who was the second candidate on Albert Ho’s list.  The liaison group had tried to 

find a stronger candidate to try to capture an extra seat, but failed to do so.  Judging 

from the end result, the pro-democracy camp got about 60.5% of the votes in NTW, 

which proportionately should win five seats out of eight.  Unless they could really 

field some heavy weights to run in NTW (e.g., Albert Cheng), the strategizing was 

unlikely to change the result.   

 In New Territories East (NTE), with Leung Kwok-hung and Andrew Wong not 

included in the coordination game, the democrats agreed to run as a single list that 

                                                 
8 Based on author’s interviews with Joseph Cheng, on August 30, 2004, and with Chu Yiu-ming, 
August 4, 2004.   
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comprised Andrew Cheng (DP), Emily Lau (TF), Ronny Tong (A45), Wong Sing-chi 

(DP), Tsoi Yiu-cheong (HKCTU) and other two candidates.  The decision was 

controversial as some scholars had advised against running a single list at an early 

stage.  The final election result showed the vote share obtained by this list (39%) was 

even lower than the total of DP plus TF in 2000 (45%).  Some minor candidates, 

such as Gary Fan of DP, was disillusioned with the “diamond list” decision.  Since 

he could only be ranked no higher than the sixth on the list, and he was not given the 

option to run as a separate list under the decision, he withdrew from running 

altogether.  There remained little coordination of the mainstream democrats with 

candidates such as Leung Kwok-hung and Andrew Wong during the campaign period.   

 The liaison group initially thought the democrats could win five seats in the 

Hong Kong Island (HKI) constituency, and suggested incumbents Audrey Eu, Martin 

Lee, Cyd Ho, Yeung Sum and A45 barrister Alan Leong should all run in HKI.  After 

opinion polls in April-May showed that winning five seats was not possible, Alan 

Leong switched to Kowloon East (KLE) after some maneuvering, a decision that 

bypassed the liaison group.  The decision had not sought the consent of the minor 

candidates in KLE, including Andrew To of TF and Bruce Liu of ADPL.  Tsang 

Kin-shing still ran as an independent democrat in HKI.  In the end, the democrats 

could only win three seats out of six in HKI although they got a total vote share of 

59.2%, which should have given them four seats out of six, but that was more a result 

of strategic failures at the campaign level rather than at the nomination level (see 

below).  

 In Kowloon West (KLW), the democrats had always thought that they were sure 

to win three out of the four contested seats (thus N-1), but they thought they should 

find a strong extra candidate to try to squeeze out Jasper Tsang of DAB and sweep all 

the four seats.  In the end they could not find this candidate, and the liaison group 

had no decision on who should try to challenge for the fourth seat.  In the end the 

ADPL split into two lists to try to win two seats, a decision that was not the result of 

coordination, while James To of DP always claimed DP’s second candidate Chan Ka 

Wai was the real hope for the democrats to sweep the seats.  There was little 
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coordination at the campaign level, but since Jaspar Tsang got 27% of the votes, the 

democrats could never have swept the seats.   

 The situation in Kowloon East (KLE) showed both successes and failures of the 

coordination process.  At the beginning, judging from past results and opinion polls 

it was believed that both DP and DAB could secure two seats, and other democrats 

could fight for the third seat.  Andrew To (TF), Bruce Liu (ADPL) and Ip Ngok-fung 

(HKCTU) all wanted to run.  Opinion polls run by the liaison group then showed 

that all three had very low levels of voter support (all less than 5%), with Ip having no 

more than 1%, and Ip agreed to withdraw his candidacy.  Liu subsequently withdrew 

from KLE as well, since he believed that if both To and him ran both would lose and 

would allow DAB to win three seats.  These may be the only examples in the 2004 

election where the coordination exercise actually resulted in withdrawals by weaker 

candidates.  As aforementioned, Alan Leong came to KLE without the consent of 

other minor pro-democracy candidates.  Popular radio talk-show host Albert Cheng 

chose to run in KLE, pairing Andrew To of TF, without seeking consent from the 

liaison group or other pro-democracy candidates in KLE.9  The major victim of the 

two decisions was Wu Chi-wai, the second candidate of DP, who saw his chances of 

winning evaporated because of the parachuting of these two high-profile candidates. 

The arrival of Leong and Cheng did help boost the democrats’ vote share in KLE to 

63%, securing three seats for the democrats.  However, with the two DAB 

candidates almost equally splitting their votes in KLE, any strategizing would not 

have brought the fourth seat to the democrats in KLE.  

 The democrats never came close to agreeing on a common electoral platform.  

The liaison group met two or three times on this matter, a few documents were drafted, 

but there was no real consensus.  The only thing the wide variety of pro-democracy 

candidates had in common was supporting election of CE by universal suffrage in 

2007, and of the whole Legco in 2008.  When it came to positions on social and 

economic policies or class issues, the differences between them quickly surfaced.  It 

                                                 
9 Fred Li of DP claimed that he knew of Albert Cheng running in KLE only one day before Cheng’s 
announcement of candidacy.  Author’s interview with Li, August 24, 2004.   
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was very difficult if not impossible for the whole camp to agree on issues such as the 

minimum wage, privatization, government’s role in the economy, or other labor issues.  

In fact a lot of the democrats did not bother to arrive at a common platform and did 

not actively participate in the meetings that discussed the common platform.  As a 

result, universal suffrage in 2007/08 was the only common platform of the 

pro-democracy camp in the 2004 election.  

 

Coordination in FCs  

 The 2004 election marked the first time the democrats made a serious concerted 

effort to challenge for the functional constituency (FC) seats.  In the past some of the 

democrats (e.g., Emily Lau and TF) despised FCs as an undemocratic form of election 

which they did not bother to participate.  There was only limited participation in the 

FC elections before 2004.  But in the 2004 campaign, the democrats fully understood 

that if they were to have any chance of getting a majority in the election, they had to 

pick up extra seats from the FCs.  Before the 2004 election the democrats held five 

FC seats: the education, legal, health services, information technology, and social 

welfare sectors, all constituencies that were elected by professionals on a largely 

one-person-one-vote basis.10  The democrats estimated that they could at most win 

21-22 seats in the geographical constituencies under PR, even if they managed to get 

as high a vote share as 70%.  That means they needed at least three to four extra 

seats in the FCs.  Moreover, the verdict by the Standing Committee of the National 

People’s Congress (NPCSC) in April 2004 ruled that the proportion of FCs would stay 

unchanged in 2008.  This meant that the system would be here to stay for some years, 

and the democrats began to seriously consider how to play the FC game in 2004.  

 Both Chu and Cheng pointed out that since the liaison work on the direct election 

battlefront took up too much time, they spent relatively less time on coordinating the 

FC candidates.  The nature of the coordination work in the FCs was also quite 

different.  In most of the FCs the major task was to find viable candidates to 

                                                 
10 The information technology sector allows corporate voters.   
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challenge the conservative incumbents, instead of preventing nomination of too many 

candidates.  The liaison group also played an insignificant role in looking for 

candidates, as different democrats reached out to find suitable candidates in their own 

networks.  Unlike many of the candidates in direct election, many of the potential FC 

candidates in fact were not long-time participants of the democracy movement, and 

the liaison group found it difficult to discuss with them.11  In the end, the 

pro-democracy camp endorsed 13 candidates in 11 different sectors.  In some FCs, 

they left it rather late to decide on whom to support. For example, in the Architectural, 

Surveying and Planning constituency, the liaison group found out at a late stage that 

candidate Steve Chan, proposed by some pro-democracy groups, refused to commit 

on a platform of abolition of FCs.  They then looked for another candidate in the 

form of Stanley Ng of DP.  The belated nomination to a certain extent affected the 

campaign of Ng.   

 The Social Welfare FC was an example of coordination failure for the democrats 

in 2004.  Both Fernando Cheung Chiu-hung, social work lecturer at Polytechnic 

University, and Peter Cheung Kwok-che, President of Hong Kong Social Workers’ 

General Union, planned to challenge incumbent Law Chi-kong of DP as early as 

January 2004.  Both Cheung’s considered Law to be insensitive to the interests of 

frontline social workers, and as too compromising in his orientations towards 

government reforms.12  They began to discuss if they should coordinate and only one 

of them should run in the September election.  Months later Law declared that he 

would retire, and he supported Christine Fang, Chief Executive Officer of the Hong 

Kong Council of Social Services (HKCSS), as his preferred replacement.  The two 

Cheung’s and some leaders in the pro-democracy camp were not confident that Fang 

would stand firm on the issue of democracy, and were afraid that she would easily 

succumb under government pressure because of her position in the HKCSS.  The 

liaison group then tried to liaise between the two Cheung’s, fearing that vote-splitting 

                                                 
11 The opinion of Chu Yiu-ming, interview on August 3, 2004.  
12 Based on interview with Fernando Cheung, August 27, 2004; and with Peter Cheung, August 28, 
2004.   
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will mean victory for the more conservative Fang.  The two Cheung’s met for three 

times, with participation of other democrats (e.g., Albert Cheng in one meeting), but 

the talks fell through.  The Hong Kong Social Workers’ General Union always 

wanted to have a candidate that stood as a union representative, but Fernando Cheung 

was unwilling to accept the Union’s platform as his platform.  In the end both ran, 

but it mattered little to the democrats as both got more votes than Christine Fang in 

the September contest, and Fernando Cheung was elected.  

 

Factors affecting coordination   

 While the liaison group had hoped that the coordination could be done in the 

most rational manner, many factors came into the picture.  In the end, the choice of 

constituencies, the decision on whether or not to split lists, how to split the lists, who 

would run and who would not, were all contingent on a series of factors that were not 

directly related to the chances of winning or to optimization calculations.  Many 

combinations or arrangements, which could be perfectly rational from a strategic 

point of view, existed only on paper.   

 Both Cheng and Chu admitted that they had little power to control who would 

run.  If a candidate defied the decision of the group to run, the only thing the group 

could do was moral condemnation of the candidate for not obeying the collective 

decision.  Usually the more popular or stronger the candidate, the greater was his/her 

bargaining power vis-à-vis the group and other candidates.  Highly popular 

candidates such as Albert Cheng or A45 barristers could always choose to run as 

independents without the endorsement from the pro-democracy camp and still had a 

very good chance to win.  Moreover, since they usually absorbed a lot of votes, their 

choice of constituency had a lot of impact on the overall strategy, which drove the 

coordinators to try harder to accommodate their wishes.  In contrast, an average 

District Councilor of DP or ADPL, with limited territory-wide popularity, had little 

choice but to obey the liaison decisions.  As Chu Yiu-ming admitted, the 

decision-making mechanism, by relying on pre-campaign opinion polls to decide on 

ranking and priority of candidates, was not fair to the local councilors or minor 
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candidates.13  The incumbents naturally had better name recognition and would have 

a better support rating before campaign started, and the rule more or less served to 

protect the incumbents.  

 Quite a few decisions bypassed the liaison group, and were the result of private 

negotiations between the candidates.  The most striking example was Albert Cheng’s 

decision to run in KLE, which had never sought the consent of the liaison group or 

other democrats in KLE. Alan Leong’s switch from HKI to KLE was not the decision 

of the liaison group, but results of private liaisons between DP and Leong, without 

seeking the consent of other democrats in KLE.  Overall speaking DP and A45 

barristers had more influence on the overall nomination, if compared to other minor 

candidates and non-party candidates.  However, within DP, the priority was always 

to protect the incumbents and/or major party leaders, and local young activists usually 

had little influence on the nomination process within the party or in the liaison group.  

 Ideological difference among candidates within the pro-democracy camp was a 

factor that had affected the combination of lists.  For example, when the NTE 

candidates discussed whether they should form a single list or split into different lists, 

they had contemplated different possibilities.  One idea was to divide the six major 

candidates into three pairs.  However, Ronny Tong of the Article 45 Concern Group 

(A45) was unwilling to pair with Richard Tsoi Yiu-cheong, thinking that there was a 

big difference in image and positions between A45 and the Hong Kong Confederation 

of Trade Unions (HKCTU).  Similarly, Alan Leong considered it impossible for him 

to pair with Andrew To of TF.  The lack of coordination of the pro-democracy camp 

with both Leung Kwok-hung and Tsang Kin-shing, which one could argue has led to 

less than optimal results for the democrats,14 was also at least partly because the 

mainstream democrats saw them as too radical.   

 Personal considerations and rivalries always mattered.  For example, it was in 

fact unthinkable for former DP Young Turks such as Andrew To or Tsang Kin-shing to 

                                                 
13 Author’s interview with Chu, August 3, 2004.   
14 In Hong Kong Island, with Cyd Ho in the end losing the contest by 800 votes or 0.2% of the votes, 
and Tsang Kin-shing getting 5,300 or 1.49%, the democrats could have picked up an extra seat if Tsang 
did not run.  
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join in the same list as the DP.  Similarly, long-term competition or rivalry between 

some of the candidates made it impossible for them to be in the same list, a factor that 

was seldom openly discussed.  For example, it was difficult to discuss about 

cooperation between some democrats in NTW, and six people running in six lists 

seemed the natural result.15 The liaison between ADPL and DP in KLW was difficult 

because the two had been major competitors for years in KLW.  Other cases showed 

that personal considerations could take over.  The liaison group had always saw it 

desirable to field one of the A45 barristers in NTW, since they thought that all the six 

pro-democracy candidates in NTW were pro-grassroots and could not give voters a 

pro-middle-class option.  However, all the A45 barristers did not want to go to NTW, 

claiming that they were unfamiliar with the district, and the liaison group had little 

power to force them to change their choice of constituencies.   

 

Coordination of Campaigns 

 The second level of strategic coordination took place at the field operation level 

during the campaign period.  In general the liaison group left strategic coordination 

about campaigning or field operations to the candidates to decide among themselves.  

The only collective agreement reached during the liaison process was that there 

should be no mutual attacks between pro-democracy candidates during the campaign 

period.  This was largely achieved, which should be seen as an improvement over 

past campaigns.16   

 

Vote Division that Never Succeeded  

 In early 2004, there was a lot of talk within the pro-democracy camp about “vote 

division” strategies that instructed pro-democracy voters to vote according to specific 

formulas to maximize the seats of the pro-democracy camp.  “Vote division” 

maneuvers were then seen as the main thrust of strategic coordination by the 

                                                 
15 For example, it would be very difficult to put Albert Chan and Leung Yiu-chung into a same list, or 
Albert Chan, who left DP in 2002, in the same list as other DP candidates.  
16 For discussions on mutual attacks within the pro-democracy camp in past campaigns, see Ma and 
Choy (1999 & 2003).   
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pro-democracy camp.  In the 2004 Legco election, there were three attempts at vote 

division, which all failed: the two ADPL lists in KLW, the two DP lists in NTW, and 

the two pro-democracy lists in HKI.   

 The results of both NTW and KLW were similar: the votes did not go as the vote 

division strategy had wished, but the overall vote share showed that no matter how the 

democrats divided the votes, they were not going to win one more seat.  In NTW, it 

was agreed at the very beginning that the six democrats would run in six separate lists, 

without any kind of vote division engineering between them. The only vote division 

strategy took place in the case of DP: with Albert Ho and Lee Wing-tat each leading a 

list, the DP hoped to divide their voter support so that Ho would get two times the 

votes of Lee, giving the second candidate of Ho’s list, Cheung Yin-tung, an outsider’s 

chance of winning another seat for DP.  The DP estimated that if they could get 

25-27% of the votes, then Ho’s list would get about 18% of the votes, and Lee would 

get about 9%.  In the eight-seat NTW, Ho would first be elected, Lee should also be 

secure with a 9% vote share, while with a remainder of about 6% Cheung Yin-tung 

would have an outsider’s chance.   

 The tactic that DP used was one of division of “responsibility zones”, a tactic 

they used with mixed results in 2000 (see Ma and Choy, 2003a).  Lee Wing-tat was 

responsible for campaigning in Kwai Chung, Tsing Yi, the Remote Islands, and part of 

Tsuen Wan, while Ho was responsible for Yuen Long, Tuen Mun and part of Tsuen 

Wan.  Geographically this would give Ho about 60% of the voter population, and 

Lee about 40%.  In the end, quite some DP supporters in Tuen Mun and Yuen Long 

flocked to support Lee Wing-tat in the last minute, fearing that he would be defeated 

again.  Also as the general support for DP was weak in Yuen Long, Ho’s list could 

not get 60% of the DP vote although he got 60% of the voter population.17  As a 

result, Ho and Lee got more or less the same votes and both were elected.  With a 

combined vote share of 27% and the last elected candidate Albert Chan having a vote 

share of 7.8%, it was in fact mathematically impossible for the two DP lists to win 

                                                 
17 Results from polling stations showed that the two DP lists got about 30% of voter support in both 
Tuen Mun and Kwai Tsing, but only 23% of support in Yuen Long.   
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three seats no matter how they divided the votes.   

 

 In KLW, the ADPL thought that on top of incumbent Frederick Fung, Bruce Liu 

could possibly win a seat by splitting into another list.  With ADPL winning a vote 

share of 35% in 2000, ADPL figured that if they kept this vote share and equally 

divided the votes, each list could have 17%.  Jasper Tsang of DAB had only about 

21% in 2000, and with a high turnout amidst a pro-democracy political climate, the 

ADPL believed that DAB’s vote share would diminish and it was possible for them to 

win a seat by a 17% vote share.  In any case, the ADPL thought it was highly 

unlikely that both would lose, so it was worth the gamble.  They again used a 

responsibility zone system: Frederick Fung was responsible for Shamshuipo, while 

Bruce Liu was responsible for Yau Tsim Mong and Kowloon City, giving him more 

than 60% of the geographical area.  The original idea was that since Fung was more 

well-known and more popular, and ADPL got a high vote share in their stronghold 

Shamshuipo, this zone division would give them more or less equal votes.   

 However, by late August ADPL knew this was not possible.  Opinion polls 

showed that their overall vote share would not reach 35%, and Liu got very low levels 

of support.  The ADPL candidates believed that most of ADPL’s voter support was 

due to local constituency services by Fung, and these votes were not easily 

transferable to Liu.18  They also believed that they lost some of the moderate votes to 

DAB because they adopted a more progressively pro-democracy stand in the 2004 

campaign.19  By mid-August 2004, about four weeks before polling day, Bruce Liu 

only had a 3-5% support in opinion polls.  A brief rise in support of DP’s list in 

opinion polls to over 40% made ADPL fear that Fung might lose and DP could win a 

second seat by its remainder in the four-seat constituency.  The ADPL then gave up 

on winning two seats, with more of Liu’s responsibility zone (e.g., public housing in 

Kowloon City and Tai Kok Tsui) reallocated to Fung.   

                                                 
18 Author’s interview with Bruce Liu, August 26, 2004; and with Frederick Fung, August 31, 2004.  
19 This view was shared by Bruce Liu, Frederick Fung and Jasper Tsang in their interviews by the 
author.   
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 The democrats’ strategic failure in HKI was a much talked-about topic after the 

election.  After Alan Leong decided to move to KLE, the strategic task of the 

democrats in HKI was to make sure that the four incumbents (Audrey Eu, Cyd Ho, 

Yeung Sum and Martin Lee) would win, in the process of which squeezing out DAB’s 

second candidate Choy So-yuk.  It was then decided that Eu and Ho would run as 

one list with Eu the first candidate, and the DP’s two candidates would run as one 

with Martin Lee ranked second.  The original calculation was that the highly popular 

Eu would ensure enough votes to get two elected on her list, while Martin Lee ranked 

second on DP’s list would induce a sense of crisis among DP’s supporters to save Lee.  

Judging from past elections, the democrats thought they should get 55-60% of the 

votes in HKI, which, if divided equally among two lists, would get all four elected.   

 Thus the most important strategic task was to divide the pro-democracy votes 

equally to two lists.  Early opinion polls showed that Eu’s list had 10% or more voter 

support than DP’s list.  The two teams had contemplated various possible formulas, 

and they finally agreed on the slogan “1+1=4”. 20  The idea was to ask voters who 

voted in pairs (e.g., husband and wife) to cast one vote for each list.  They also asked 

every single voter to bring another along so that one could vote for Eu and one could 

vote for DP.  They thought that this would more or less ensure an equal split of 

pro-democracy votes among the two lists.   

 The result was a strategic disaster.  At later stages of the campaign, opinion 

polls showed that Eu’s list was leading the pack with about 35% of voter support, 

while DP’s list had about 25%.  With the DAB’s list at about 20%, and with most 

believing that the DAB had hidden support that were not fully reflected from the polls, 

some believed that Martin Lee was in danger of losing his seat.  In the last minute, 

too many pro-democracy voters adopted strategic voting to rescue Martin Lee, giving 

DP a total of 37% of votes, with Yeung Sum and Martin Lee elected.  Eu’s list had 

only 20.7%, 800 votes or 0.2% fewer than DAB’s list, and DAB’s Choy So-yuk was 

                                                 
20 For example, one of the formulas was to ask female voters to vote for female candidates (i.e., Eu’s 
list), and male voters to vote for male candidates (DP’s list).  This was objected on the grounds of 
gender bias, and also because some in the camp believed that “1+1=4” implied generating new votes 
and was a better slogan.   
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elected at the expense of Cyd Ho.  For the democrats, there were two more tragic 

elements: (1) if about 1,500 more votes went to DP, then DP’s third candidate Lai 

Chi-keung would have enough votes to win, keeping four seats for the democrats; (2) 

Tsang Kin-shing the independent democrat took away 5,313 or 1.5% of the votes, 

without which the democrats might have won four seats one way or another.  

 It was difficult to determine if the “1+1=4” strategy could have worked—it had 

never been effectively carried out.  Both campaign teams pointed out that there were 

only one or two concerted campaign activities from the two lists which sent out the 

message “1+1=4”. The vast majority of campaign activities and campaign pamphlets 

of the two teams were devoted to their respective electoral platforms, and campaign 

materials on “1+1=4” were minimal.  Eu’s pamphlets focused on different policy 

issues, and DP’s pamphlets had more on constituency services and past records.  

There was a lot of talk at the media level, but when it came to communicating with 

voters, “1+1=4” or vote division was not the central message communicated to the 

voters for both lists.  For the DP, one central theme of its campaign was that Martin 

Lee was in danger of losing to Choy So-yuk, which fit perfectly the media-portrayed 

picture of the last few days.  Some of the DP’s campaign team never thought 

“1+1=4” was going to work, since they believed that Audrey Eu could absorb a lot of 

moderate voters who would never vote for DP or obey vote division instructions.  

They preferred to appeal to the sympathy of pro-democracy voters, since they 

believed that most of them had voted for DP before.21

 Closer observation of the campaign process suggested that strategic voting was 

only partly responsible for the dramatic last-minute swing of votes from Eu to DP.  

In general the DP electoral machine had better mobilization power and ran a much 

better campaign.  For example, DP had more home canvassing and had their own 

collections of supporters’ phone numbers, all common operations of Get Out the Vote 

(GOTV) which Eu’s team had none.  The DP had a more detailed-planned campaign, 

including pamphlets on constituency services and local issues that catered for voters 

                                                 
21 Based on author’s interview with Peggy Ha, Chief Executive Officer of DP and one of the campaign 
managers of DP HKI team, on August 28, 2004.  
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in different districts, which again Eu’s did not.  DP also had many more volunteers 

and District Councilors who helped sending the message of “Martin Lee is in danger” 

in the last few days, whereas confusion and complacency on Eu’s team was partly to 

blame for the oozing of votes at the last stage.  Eu’s campaign team belonged to 

Article 45 Concern Group, and was also responsible for Alan Leong’s campaign in 

KLE.  One team being responsible for two campaigns led to confusion, and Eu’s had 

most of her already understaffed team drained to KLE.22  Eu herself spent a lot of 

time campaigning for Leong, which indirectly helped to send the message that she had 

more than enough votes.23 Eu’s campaign manager claimed that on polling day some 

core members sensed trouble of overshooting, but they really had no contingency 

plans.24  Observations on polling day showed that Eu’s team had very few volunteers 

and volunteers at various spots effectively ended campaigning after 9pm.   

   

Other Coordination 

 While vote division did fail, the democrats had other forms of cooperation and 

coordination at campaign level that had worked to better effect.  The most common 

form was coordination before broadcast election forums.  In constituencies HKI, 

NTW and KLE, candidates of the pro-democracy camp revealed that they would 

discuss before major broadcast forums about the questions to be asked, their common 

strategy in the forums, whom to attack, etc.   

 There was also coordination at the field operation level.  In both HKI and KLE, 

the different pro-democracy lists cooperated when it came to street-level canvassing.  

In HKI, the two teams would notify each other of their campaigning schedules, so as 

to avoid two teams canvassing at the same spot, so as to achieve a better division of 

labor.  Although the three lists of KLE had little cooperation during the nomination 

period, they had better cooperation plans at field operation level.  Fred Li of DP, with 

                                                 
22 For example, there were cases when Eu’s pamphlets on building a train route to the Southern District 
were distributed in Chai Wan, a district not covered by the train route.   
23 In fact, the original schedule of Audrey Eu on polling day had her spending the morning in KLE 
helping Alan Leong, which showed the lack of sense of crisis of Eu’s team.   
24 Author’s interview with Ida Tse, Eu’s campaign manager, on October 28, 2004.  
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his stronghold largely in the Kwun Tong district, was relatively weak in most parts of 

Wong Tai Sin.25  The coordination plan was that Li reduced his campaign operations 

in Wong Tai Sin, in particular the strongholds of DAB’s Chan Yuen Han.  In contrast, 

Albert Cheng, with high personal popularity and a pro-grassroots image, would 

campaign more in these DAB strongholds and less in the strongholds of Fred Li).   

 The NTE case was commonly seen as another coordination failure of a different 

nature.  There were multiple reasons for for the NTE democrats to form a single 

so-called “diamond” list.  One reason was that they could not agree on a vote 

division strategy should they split into two or three lists, including who would lead 

the lists, who would pair whom, and how to divide the votes between them.  Then 

they made an ultimate strategic calculation in believing that they could win at least 

four seats by running as one list, although polls in April-June 2004 showed the 

support level of their list at about 50% or less, which means the fourth candidate 

would have only a remainder of 7-8% and was hardly secure.  A major reason, when 

we considered the liaison process, was that this arrangement benefited the incumbents 

who would be ranked first in the single list, while local councilors such as Gary Fan 

or Richard Tsoi, which should have bigger chance if the democrats split their lists, had 

little bargaining power in the process.  

 Some had thought that it would be easier for the democrats to campaign as a 

single list, but the “diamond list” formation brought strategic coordination problems 

of its own at the field operation level.  It was relatively difficult to coordinate 

between volunteers and campaigners of different origins or of different groups.  In 

the end different teams (i.e., those that belonged to DP, TF, A45 and others) operated 

more or less individually.  The seven candidates also could not agree on many policy 

issues, as a result of which “fighting for universal suffrage” almost became their only 

campaign platform.  This of course restricted the list to a political agenda, which of 

course was not favorable to attracting the moderate or less politically-oriented voters.  

Under Hong Kong’s campaign rules a single list also means less collective space for 

                                                 
25 The KLE constituency was largely made up of two districts: Kwun Tong and Wong Tai Sin, with 
Kwun Tong making up about 60% of the votes.   
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billboards and posters, less election forum time, and less campaign funds allowed.  

The NTE list was working on a very tight budget, at later stages they could not print 

new pamphlets for fear of going over the campaign expense ceiling.26

 

 

Conclusions 

 Reflecting on the strategic coordination experience during 2004 election, both 

Cheng and Chu agreed that the greatest achievement was that it built an image of 

solidarity of the pro-democracy camp, and open quarrels between democrats were 

eliminated.  They also had some success at reducing the number of candidates, 

especially with junior members in political parties.  However, both admitted that the 

liaison group did not have a lot of bargaining power or resources.  Cheng said that 

there was no means to prevent people from running, and in fact “nothing was 

binding” from the liaison group.27  There was no overarching authority which could 

determine what was the most rational strategy, the optimal number of candidates, or 

who should run and who should not.  Everything was down to particularistic 

negotiations between candidates, and most of the commitments were mostly moral.   

  The experience demonstrated the difficulty of strategic coordination under PR in 

general, and for the Hong Kong democrats in particular.  PR was bound to bring 

multi-party competitions, and it is very difficult to compromise between candidates 

from different parties about who should run and who should not.  Liaison under PR 

is more difficult than under the first-past-the-post system since it involves more actors, 

and because of the low threshold required of winning it is also more difficult to 

dissuade minor candidates from running.  Every actor has their own priorities and 

strategic calculations, which may not add up to form the most rational strategic 

decision.  In theory a set of good, objective or rational decision-making mechanism 

will help, but this mechanism will again be a political product between the parties or 

candidates.  If everything boils down to the outcomes of negotiations between 

                                                 
26 See Ming Pao, August 4, 2004, p.A13.  
27 Author’s interview with Cheng, August 30, 2004.  
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candidates, then naturally the more popular candidates and the larger parties have 

more influence on the process, which does not necessarily bring out the most rational 

mechanism or strategy.  Vote division strategies are difficult maneuvers within a 

single party, as testified by the experience of Taiwan and Japan (see Rigger, 1999); it 

becomes much more difficult when it involves more than one party.  Trust, different 

priorities or calculations, and coordination between different campaign teams all pose 

major hurdles to effective vote division.   

 The problem with the Hong Kong democrats was that historically there have 

been different groups with different ideological persuasions, partly the result of the 

democratic experience of Hong Kong (Ma, 2002b, pp.152-3).  The 2004 experience 

showed that while many of the democrats agreed to the need of strategic coordination, 

they all had different priorities, had different estimations of their own chances, and 

had their own strategic calculations. It was almost impossible to work out a concerted 

strategy for the different groups of democrats.  The democrats were also weak in 

mobilizational resources to enable them to effectively carry out vote division 

strategies, making strategic coordination a more tenuous task than in elsewhere.   

 For the democrats, the ironical situation in the 2004 Legco election was that the 

two constituencies that they had hailed as coordination successes, HKI and NTE, 

turned out to be strategic failures.  The constituencies that had less coordination, 

including KLE, KLW and NTW, at least kept their deserved number of seats.  In 

these three constituencies, the pro-democracy candidates, for one reason or another, 

mostly campaigned as separate lists and did not try hard to coordinate the nomination, 

list-formation or campaign messages.  Consequently, the different lists reached out to 

their respective strongholds and supporters and more or less held their turf.  This had 

partly to do with the pluralistic nature of the pro-democracy camp, as the different 

groups’ positions on livelihood issues and ideological inclinations are different, and 

can appeal to different segments of the political spectrum.  Splitting into different 

lists in fact allowed them to maximize their voter base, if not necessarily maximizing 

the seats, a lesson the NTE democrats should have learnt after the 2004 election.  

 There was also an institutional root to this phenomenon. The special institutional 
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parameters of the Hong Kong PR-- Largest Remainder, the Hare Quota and the small 

district magnitude—had effects similar to the single-non-transferable-vote (SNTV) 

system (Ma and Choy, 2003a & b).  Democrats split into different lists working on 

their own precisely created an SNTV-like effect, which fits the institutional logic 

better than coordinating into a single list.  As long as the democrats in Hong Kong 

maintains its plural nature, they may be better off stay pluralized when they face 

future campaigns under the current PR parameters.  
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